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Introduction

Physical attacks:
an embedded devices issue.

active attacks

passive attacks
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Introduction
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Introduction

−→ Attackers can use side-channel attacks (SCA) to discover sensitive
information (such as a key).
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State of the art



Side channels overview

Non-profiled attacks:
• Simple power analysis
• Differential power analysis
• Correlation power analysis

Profiled attacks:
• Template attacks

−→ Many new side-channel attacks are based on deep learning techniques
( [2–4]).
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Side channels overview

The current community reference is [4]:

• publication of a new database of side channel measurements (called ASCAD),
• evidences of neural network performances against masking countermeasure,
• study of the impact of different architectures on side-channel attacks.

−→ But in this paper, researchers used single-channel information.
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Multi-channel overview

A limited number of papers mention multi-channel information:

• to determine which channel provides more information between power and
EM [5],

• to select the channels which are suitable for combination (with new
metric) [1],

• to show the improvement of template attacks by using multi-channels [6].

−→ But all these works are based on traditional techniques.
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Motivation

Our goal is to explore a multi-channel approach thanks to deep learning
techniques in order

• to use the advantages of deep learning techniques in side channel,
• to use all the available information provided by multiple channels.
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Experimental Setup



Approach

Our approach is to combine EM from different locations.

• One probe to capture the trigger (EM1).
• Two probes to capture data dependent leakage (EM2, EM3).
• One probe to capture mostly noise (EM4).

−→ In order to be as comparable as possible, we use a similar measurement
setup and DNN architecture as for the ASCAD database [4].
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Description of target

Our measurements are taken

• on the AVR STK500 board,
• with an AtMega8515 micro-controller,
• running an AES-128 encryption protected with a masking countermeasure.
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Experimental setup

Figure 1: Multi-channel experiment setup 11



AES implementation

Figure 2: Secure AES implementation [4]
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Sensitive targets

Name Type Definition of the target variable y
P1 unmasked sbox output sbox(p[3]⊕ k[3])
P2 masked sbox output sbox(p[3]⊕ k[3])⊕ rout
P3 common sbox output mask rout
P4 masked sbox output in linear parts sbox(p[3]⊕ k[3])⊕ r[3]
P5 sbox output mask in linear parts r[3]

Table 1: Intermediate variable targets
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AES implementation

Figure 3: Secure AES implementation
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Deep learning methods

The goal of the deep neural network (DNN) was to discover the value of a key
byte thanks to P2 and P4.

• DNN predicts a list of 256 scores (corresponding to 256 possible key byte
values).

• Signal-to-noise ratio is used to determine the best time frame in the curve.
• Accuracy and guessing entropy are used to evaluate the performances of our
DNN.

• Cross-validation is used to estimate the reliability of our DNN.
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Metrics

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio between the deterministic
data-dependent leakage and the remaining noise.

SNR =
Var(E(X|Y))
E(Var(X|Y)) (1)

X: EM measurement
Y: targeted intermediate variable (P2 or P4).
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Metrics

Accuracy is the ratio of correctly classified labels.

acc = 1
m

m∑
i=1

1yi=ŷi . (2)

yi: ground truth of measurement i.
ŷi: predicted value of measurement i.
m: total number of measurements.
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Metrics

Guessing entropy is the ranking of the secret key k∗ in the list of possible key
byte values.
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Cross-validation

Total number of measurements

Training set Validation set

Fold 5
Fold 4
Fold 3
Fold 2
Fold 1
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Architecture DL

Architecture for 1 channel

• Input shape = (700, 1)
• 5 x (Conv1D layers + AveragePooling1D layers)
• 1 flatten layer
• 2 Dense layer

−→ Architectures for 2 and 3 channels are similar but the input shape was
changed to (700, 2) for 2 channels and (700, 3) for 3 channels.
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Details of training

• 80 000 traces used for training.
• 20 000 traces used for validation.
• 6 000 traces used for testing (with 30 different keys).
• Number of epochs: 30.
• Batch size: 200 (same parameter as [4]).
• Optimization: RMSprop (same parameter as [4]).
• Used Keras framework.
• Trained and test on two GPU GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.
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Evaluation



Measurement

Figure 4: Measurement trace from each of the three channels
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Leakage position

Figure 5: SNR curves with EM2
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Leakage position

Figure 6: SNR curves with EM3
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Leakage position

Figure 7: SNR curves with EM4
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Results: Accuracy

Figure 8: Accuracy during validation with 1 channel (left: P2, right: P4)
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Results: Accuracy

Figure 9: Accuracy during validation with 2 channels (left: P2, right: P4)
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Results: Accuracy

Figure 10: Accuracy during validation with 3 channels (left: P2, right: P4)
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Results: Guessing entropy

Figure 11: Guessing entropy with 1 channel (left: P2, right: P4)
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Results: Guessing entropy

Figure 12: Guessing entropy with 2 channels (left: P2, right: P4)
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Results: Guessing entropy

Figure 13: Guessing entropy with 3 channels (left: P2, right: P4)
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Conclusion



Conclusion

The results obtained have shown that in our context multi-channel does not
increase the performance further as one channel is already providing enough
information.
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Future works

As future work, we would like to:

• investigate the scenario where one channel is not yet providing enough
information to build an efficient attack model,

• combine multiple leakage sources (e.g. power consumption with EM),
• study multi-channel in another context (e.g. a similar context as [6] where
improvement has been shown for classical techniques),

• try different neural network architectures.
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Question?

Thanks for your attention !
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